
Item number:

EAN: 5703347901867

€ 2.284,28

Thermex Winemex 30 700 EASY-FIT is a stylish and elegant wine

cabinet of the highest quality with space for 30 bottles of wine

that �ts perfectly under the kitchen table, or in the high cabinet in

the kitchen's own cabinet.

Control Glass touch
Material Black painted steel and Black

glass

Winemex 30, double zone

Thermex Winemex 30 700 EASY-FIT stylish and elegant wine

cabinet of the highest quality with space for 30 bottles of wine.

Quiet at 38 dB and vibration dampened compressor, interior LED

light and 4 shelves in beautiful beech wood and solid bottom

Cabinet door that �ts perfectly at height 700 for your kitchen - is

easy to install and 2 different cooling zones 5-12 degrees and 12-

20 degrees so you can have different temperatures at the top and

bottom, e.g. one for white wine and one for red wine. A really

beautiful wine cabinet for building into the kitchen cabinet and

easy storage of a current wine collection in the kitchen. The

cabinet ventilates itself and has a carbon �lter to ensure an odor-

free climate inside the cabinet. Can be installed under the

worktop or in a tall cabinet as desired, and �ts into almost all

standard kitchen dimensions, making it a plug'n'play solution.

With its ingenious ventilation, which takes up only 20 cm2 in the

plinth, it is almost invisible and will decorate any kitchen.
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Item number: 910.21.1011.2

EAN: 5703347901874

€ 2.467,74

Thermex Winemex 30 800 EASY-FIT is a stylish and elegant wine

cabinet of the highest quality, with space for 30 bottles of wine

that �ts perfectly under the kitchen table, or in the high cabinet in

the kitchen's own corpus.

Number of bottles 30

Climate class N (+16 °C til +32 °C)
Maximum Soundpower [dB(A)] 38
Number of zones Tozone skab
Temperature zone 1 5-12°C
Temperature zone 2 12-20°C
Control Glass touch
Material Black painted steel and Black

glass

Winemex 30, double zone, 80
cm

Thermex Winemex 30 800 EASY-FIT stylish and elegant wine

cabinet of the highest quality with space for 30 bottles of wine.

Quiet at 38 dB and vibration dampened compressor, interior LED

light and 4 shelves in beautiful beech wood and solid bottom

Cabinet door that �ts perfectly at height 800 for your kitchen.

Easy-�t mounted directly into new or existing cabinet. 2 different

cooling zones 5-12 degrees and 12-20 degrees so you can have

different temperatures in each side, e.g. one for white wine and

one for red wine. A really beautiful wine cabinet for building into

the kitchen cabinet and easy storage of a current wine collection

in the kitchen. The cabinet ventilates itself and has a carbon �lter

to ensure an odor-free climate inside the cabinet. Can be installed

under the kitchentable or in a tall cabinet as desired, and �ts into

almost all standard kitchen dimensions, making it a plug'n'play

solution. With its ingenious ventilation, which takes up only 20

cm2 in the plinth, it is almost invisible and will decorate any

kitchen.

Speci�cations
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Item number: 910.21.1010.2

EAN: 5703347901867

€ 2.467,74

Thermex Winemex 30 700 EASY-FIT is a stylish and elegant wine

cabinet of the highest quality with space for 30 bottles of wine

that �ts perfectly under the kitchen table, or in the high cabinet in

the kitchen's own cabinet.

Number of bottles 30
Climate class N (+16 °C til +32 °C)

Maximum Soundpower [dB(A)] 38
Number of zones Tozone skab
Temperature zone 1 5-12°C
Temperature zone 2 12-20°C
Control Glass touch
Material Black painted steel and Black

glass

Winemex 30, double zone, 70
cm

Thermex Winemex 30 700 EASY-FIT stylish and elegant wine

cabinet of the highest quality with space for 30 bottles of wine.

Quiet at 38 dB and vibration dampened compressor, interior LED

light and 4 shelves in beautiful beech wood and solid bottom

Cabinet door that �ts perfectly at height 700 for your kitchen - is

easy to install and 2 different cooling zones 5-12 degrees and 12-

20 degrees so you can have different temperatures at the top and

bottom, e.g. one for white wine and one for red wine. A really

beautiful wine cabinet for building into the kitchen cabinet and

easy storage of a current wine collection in the kitchen. The

cabinet ventilates itself and has a carbon �lter to ensure an odor-

free climate inside the cabinet. Can be installed under the

worktop or in a tall cabinet as desired, and �ts into almost all

standard kitchen dimensions, making it a plug'n'play solution.

With its ingenious ventilation, which takes up only 20 cm2 in the

plinth, it is almost invisible and will decorate any kitchen.
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